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Travel ban would slam
university in North Korea
Pyongyang University chancellor speaks out on ban’s
consequences and on university-affiliated detainees
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Q: What efforts has PUST undertaken on
the behalf of Tony Kim and Hak-song Kim?
A: Since their arrests were not related to
their work with PUST, professors and staff
members could not do anything—except
pray hard.
Q: Has their detainment affected perceptions of the university outside North Korea?
A: Many people, especially our families and
supporters, were very surprised and worried
about the security of U.S. citizens at PUST.
Nevertheless, it is my understanding that
most of the summer school teachers [from
the United States] are now on campus.
Q: Have sanctions imposed on North Korea
harmed PUST?
A: Due to [United Nations] sanctions, since
early last year it became hard to send money
to China to buy research equipment and
materials [for PUST]. Sanctions imposed by
South Korea prohibit South Korean nationals from visiting North Korea, so scholars
from the south cannot come to PUST to
teach. And some countries—for example,
Germany and Italy—did not give visas to
PUST students who were admitted to graduate school at universities such as Göttingen,
Sannio, and Brescia.
Q: What assurances can you give that PUST
graduates do not end up working for
cyberterrorism units or in other branches of
the North Korean military?
A: I can assure you that PUST does not help
train hackers and “cyberwarriors” at all.
Recently, Thae Yong-ho, a former councilor
in North Korea’s embassy in the U.K. who
defected to South Korea, told reporters at
South Korea’s National Assembly that he
did not think PUST was teaching hacking.
He added that in North Korea, they teach
hacking to selected middle school students
who show talent with computers. Most of
our graduates go into the academic sector
as instructors or researchers. Some go on
for graduate study in foreign universities
or get jobs in North Korean companies in
foreign countries like China and Malaysia.
Misunderstanding and groundless accusations hurt the progress of PUST. j
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university, founded by a KoreanDepartment notes that the detainees are
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By Richard Stone

Q: If U.S. citizens are barred from travel
to North Korea to teach at PUST, how
would that affect your university?
A: We would have to find faculty from
other countries. North Korean professors
could teach some courses, but only a few of
them teach in English, and we have been
advocating that all PUST courses must be
taught in English. So this would definitely
damage the current program. It’s really
discouraging to me.
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